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Abstract. We studied two frontier orbitals - the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) 

and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)- of tetrahydrocurumin (THC) using density-

functional theory (DFT) in water solvent. These orbitals were observed in THC molecule 

without one hydrogen atom (dehydrogenated THC). The loss of hydrogen atom is due to the 

transfer of the atom from THC molecule toward reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Hydrogen 

atom transfer –HAT- mechanism). We began our investigation by optimizing dehydrogenated 

THC at three X-H sites. Then, water solvent was added by using polarized continuum model 

(PCM) method. This study observed that dehydrogenated THC at two O-H sites has wider gap 

of HOMO-LUMO compare to C-H site. 

1.  Introduction 

Studying dehydrogenation of THC is an initial step to understand the role of THC as antioxidant based 

on hydrogen atom transfer (HAT). In biological system, excessive amount of reactive oxygen species 

(ROS) promotes oxidative stress [1]. Thus, THC is proposed as one of the antioxidant agents that can 

prevent oxidative stress in biological system. In playing its role, THC is expected to transfer one of its 

hydrogen atom toward ROS to neutralize the free radical molecule[2]. This is called hydrogen atom 

transfer mechanism. Due to HAT mechanism, THC is left with one less hydrogen atom or so called 

dehydrogenated THC. A good antioxidant agent is expected to maintain the stability of its 

dehydrogenated form[3].  

There are two frontier orbitals used to assess stability of dehydrogenated THC. They are the highest 

occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). Gap between 

this two orbitals will decide the ability of electrons to jump from HOMO to LUMO. Wide gap means 

is correlated to high stability while narrow gap is correlated to low stability[4]. 

In this research, we intend to study two frontier orbitals of THC produced by THC dehydrogenated 

using first principles. We choose density functional theory (DFT) as our research framework since it 

can produce frontier orbitals of dehydrogenated THC by constructing electronic structures only. Thus 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0
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this is called first principles study. Result of this study will guide us to decide the stability of 

dehydrogenated THC after transffering a hydrogen atom from an X-H site. We analyze the HOMO 

and LUMO energy of three X-H sites of THC to lead us to our final conclusion. THC performes better 

antioxidant reactivity in polar medium [5], so we choose polar water medium as our simulation 

environment. We are aware of the problematic of PCM in modeling water as solvent in our previous 

works where the trend predicted by DFT-PCM calculations always break when using water solvent 

[6,7]. 

 

  

 
Figure 1. Molecular geometry of (a) THC molecule and (b) dehydrogenated 

THC produced by abstracting a hydrogen atom from CH site. 

 

 

2.  Computational details 

We performed geometry optimization of three THC radicals at site OH1, OH2 and CH using UM05-

2X functional and 6-31++G(d,p) basis set. Some authors have successfully used M05-2X functional to 

study the antioxidant properties of polyphenols [8, 9]. The developer of this functional was also 

suggesting it for thermochemistry calculations [10]. Since our system was an open shell system of 

THC dehydrogenated, we performed an unrestricted calculation. Our simulation was done in water 

environment to represent a polar medium. This solvent effect was included using polarized continuum 

model (PCM), where water was modelled as cavity that interacts electrostatically with THC radical 

placed within the cavity [11]. All calculations were performed using Gaussian 09 suite program [12] at 

298.15 K.  

 

3.  Results and discussion 

Figure 1(a) shows model of our molecule of interest which is a THC molecule. Site CH, OH1 and 

OH2 mark three targeted sites with the ability of transferring a hydrogen atom. We abstract one 

hydrogen atom from each of this site respectively to create dehydrogenated THC. Figure 1(b) shows 

(b) 
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dehydrogenated THC at C-H site. Our DFT calculations coupled with PCM confirms that the 

geometry of our system is in minimum energy with doublet spin states. 

 

  

 

 
Figure 2. (a) HOMO and (b) LUMO profiles of dehydrogenated THC at CH site. 

 

Figure 2 presents HOMO and LUMO profiles of dehydrogenated THC at C-H site. As shown in 

2(a), the HOMO profile is located at dehydrogenated site while in 2(b), the LUMO profile is located in 

the middle of the molecule. This result is also true for site OH1 and OH2.  

Figure 3 summarizes the relative HOMO-LUMO energy of our three dehydrogenated THC  

systems. In general, O-H sites have higher relative HOMO-LUMO energy than CH site. Higher 

relative HOMO-LUMO energy means electrons cannot jump easily from HOMO to LUMO. As a 

result, dehydrogenated THC at O-H sites is more stable than at C-H sites. Site OH1 and OH2 possess 

very similar value of relative energy HOMO-LUMO. This result predicts that hydrogen atom transfer 

from both sides will produce the same stability of dehydrogenated THC in water environment. We 

compare our results to one of our previous work for relative HOMO-LUMO of THC in gas phase [13] 

and conclude that water solvent does not affect the stability of dehydrogenated THC. 

 

4.  Conclusion  

The study of frontier orbitals of dehydrogenated THC in water solution showed that when hydrogen 

atom transfer occured at O-H site, the stability of dehydrogenated THC is higher than when it occured 

at C-H site.  Hydrogen atom transfer at two O-H sites in THC will produce dehydrogenated THC with 

the same stability. 

 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 3. Relative energy diagram of THC radicals in OH1, OH2 and CH sites 
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